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Terms and conditions:  

By submitting a competition entry, you agree to be bound by the following terms and conditions:  

1. Entries can be received via the following The Aurora Zone social sites: Facebook, Twitter, Instagram or by email to 

ashleigh@theaurorazone.com.  

2. Entries will be collated and displayed on The Aurora Zone Facebook page.  

3. The competition is open to any person who has been on a holiday with The Aurora Zone between 1st December 2021 – 

31st March 2022 and submits photographs from their holiday. The first winner will be announced on 7th January 2022 and 

thereafter monthly until 7th April 2022.  

4. Copyright and usage: By submitting images to us you confirm that:  

4.1 You are the sole author of each entry and that it is your original work.  

4.2 You own the copyright and any other intellectual property rights.  

4.3 You have the permission of those pictured in any imagery or videos (or, where the image shows any persons under 18, 

the consent of their parent or guardian)  

4.4 The winner must be able to supply a high-resolution image.  

5. By entering the competition, you grant The Aurora Zone a non-exclusive, irrevocable license to reproduce, enlarge, 

publish or exhibit on any media. This may include, but is not limited to:  

1. The Aurora Zone Facebook page  

2. The Aurora Zone Twitter feed  

3. The Aurora Zone blog page  

4. The Aurora Zone YouTube channel  

5. The Aurora Zone Instagram page 

6. The Aurora Zone Pinterest page  

7. The Aurora Zone website 

8. News coverage of the competition 

6. The prize is final and cannot be exchanged or redeemed for cash.  

7. We reserve the right to offer an alternative prize of equal value should the advertised prize become unavailable for 

reasons beyond our control.  

8. The Promoter’s decision in all matters relating to the promotion is final and binding and no correspondence will be  

entered into.  

9. The winning entry will be chosen by The Aurora Zone judges.  

10. Prize: A £50 John Lewis / Waitrose & partners Gift card 

11. The prize winner for each month will be announced on social media and contacted by email. If the prize winner doesn’t 

respond to the prize email within a month of notification, we reserve the right to award a new winner.  

12. Entry is open to residents of the United Kingdom who have travelled with The Aurora Zone during the competition 

period. Children under the age of 18 must have parental consent in order to enter the competition and the prize will go 

directly to the adult (over 18) who booked the holiday. 

13. The Promoter reserves the right to cancel, amend, terminate, or temporarily suspend this competition at any time with 

no liability to any entrant or any third party. 


